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we propose that Mealey's model is limited
in its description of
sociopathy because it does,not p-uia",n
organ mediatinggenes and behavior, namel).,"J..i""i.'r"r" for the main
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cheater strategv in social situations are

Ttrc prinrary sociopath, or psychopath (Clcckley lg4l; Hare
1986), exhibits behaviors easily interprcted as a cheater strategy
;n a reciprocal altruistic game. As such, the psychopath seems to

have a marginally adaptive strategy in social interactions with
other humans. But can the psychological mechanisms implicated in psychopathy limit their activity just to those behaviors
that support the cheater strategy in social interactions? I think
not. As I will show shortly, the same psychological mechanisms
also cause the psychopath to engage in a number ofbehaviors
not directly involved in social interactions with others that are
clearly maladaptive. Thus, the real question is whether there is
a net gain for the psychopath when some ofhis behaviors that do
not involve other agents in social games are maladaptive as
compared to nonpsychopaths, while other bchaviors that do
involve other agents are adaptive as a low-lrequency cheating
strategy in reciprocal altruistic games. This is a more diff)cult
question to answer; however, I would guess that the psychopath
obtains at besl a net gain ofzero from the costs that go along with
the bcnefits of this strategy. Whatever the psychopath gains

from reciprocators in direct competition through the use of a
cheater strategy, he loses to these vcry same people through the
indirect competition with them in situations not involving social
games.

According to Mealey, the gains from cheating that thc primary
sociopath obtains occur because he takes a short- rather than
long-terrn view of social interaction, choosing immediate gain
evcr long-term gain through reciprocal altruism. She suggests
that this occurs because the primary sociopath lacks theiocial
emotions that bind individuals to each other, producing cooperation through time. It is the social emotions such as shame,
guilt, sympathy, and love that are an essential part of the
psyc-ho-logy that maintains the human social adaptation of reciprocal altruism, or of a cooperative strategy over multiple Prisoner's Dilemma-type social situations. The psychopath, lrcking
these emotions, is inclined not to cooperate over the tong tcrm
with others, but prefers to cheat by taking the dominant defect
strategy in Prisoner's Dilemma-like social situations.
I do not wish to dcbate with l{ealey over whcthcr the primary sociopath, or psychopath, lacks these social emotions or
whether the lack of these emotions might provide an advantage
to the psychopath through leading him to defect in Prisoner's
Dilemma-type social situations. Indeed, thc psychopath exhibits other related behaviors that seem to optimize the sucrcss
of this strategy, such as his tendency to wander Fom one
population to another so as to reduce multiple interactions with
the same individuals (Harpending & Sobus 1987). Ho,vcver,
therc is every reason to think that the psychopath lacks not only
thc relevant s<rcial emotions but also other emotions that inhibit
self-intcrestcd behavior even when other individuals are not
involved. For exarnple, it has long been knovn that psychopaths
do not exhibit the usual physiological correlates ofanxiety oi fear
when they know that they are about to be shocked (e.g., Hare
1986) and that this apparent emotional deficit reduees their
capacity to learn responses that avoid both shocks and certain
soc'ial punishments (Lykken lg57; Schmauk 1970). Such a gcneral dcficit in passive avoidance learning rclative not only to
other humans but to many other organisms (e.g., Mineka &
Zinbarg l99l) can hardll'be viewed as an adaptive cpnsequence
ofpsychopathy. It is acost that must bc balanced by the succcss
of cheating in social situations.
But there are further difiiculties associated with the tack of
emotions in psychopaths that must also be considered, in
particular, their lack of prudent behavior concerning firture
consequences ofcurrent activity. Even when other individuals
are not involved, the psychopath hils to showconcern about his

orvn future. Especially in approach-avoidance conflict situations, the psychopath is unwilling to delay immediate gratifica-
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tion for a bctter outcome tater (e.g., Newman et al. lgg2).
Although he.is q-t'ite capable of calcuiating what will happen in
the future, he fails to take a sufficient interest in ii 'to be
motivated by thc consequences ofpresent actions for his firture
sclf. William Hazlitt pointed out long ago that it is the same
rympathetic imagination that "must carryme out of myself into
the fceling of others . . . by which I am throvn for*ard as it
wcre into my ftrture being and interestcd in it. I could not love
myself, if I were not capable of loving others- (Hazlitt
1805/1969, pp. 2-3; Martin & Barresi lgg5). In the case ofthe
psychopath, just as he fails to show sympattry for other people's
interests, he also fails to show sympathy for the interests oihis
future self. And again we can ask whether the direct payoffs Fom
the cheater strategy offset these losses due to ihis lrk of
sympathy by the psychopath for his ovn firture self. [See also
togue 1988; Rachlin l99S.l
suspicion is that if the psychology of the psychopath is at
--My
all successful as a low-frequency strategy foi human social
interaction, it has developed through a form of genetic drift,
where gains that are made through cheating are offset by the
losses in noncheating situations. Turned around, r+.hai this
means is that the success of the cheating strategy allo,vs an
intrinsically- maladaptive behavioral disorder, psychopathv to
exjst in h.igher frequency than it normally would. Tfiis possibility, makes one wonder whether there are other pn.chopathologies that are maintained at fairly high Fequencies
through such "secondary gains" of the paihology. Conr.ersion
hysteria might be a prime example ol iust such a psychopathology.
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Abstrrt:

Mealey's analysis of secondar.r. sociopathy has much in common with Belsky, Steinberg, and Draper! ( lggl) evolutionary theory of

socialization. Both drarv attention to the potential influencc of early
rearing in the promotion of a cold, detrhed, manipulative,
oppoi"nd
tu.nistic style ofrelating to olhers and, in so doing, raise the quesUon
of
whether secondary sociopathy represents a facultative reiroductive
strategy.

The assertion that

a

cold, detached, manipulative, opportunistic

style of relating to others is, in some cases, the result of

contextual stresses and rearing practices during childhood has
much in common with an evolutionary theory of socialization
advanced by Belsky et al. (1991). Building upon many of the
same sociobiological foundations as Mealey, these theorists
argued that humans have evolved to be responsive to their
rearing circumstances in the service of reproductive goals (i.e.,
fitniss). When parental care is harsh, relecting, insensitire, and
inconsistent, as it is likely to be when ec.onomic resouroes are
limited and family stress is heightened, children are predisposed to develop insecure attachments to their parents, perceive others as untrustworthy and relationships arunenduring;
in consequence, they develop an opportunistic (including aggress.ive, especially in males) advantage-taking style of relating
to others (a_sociopathic style?). This developmental b-ajectory
Belsky et-al. argued, was part ofa reproductive strategy designed to favor growth and mating over parenting, and thus was
hypothesized to be associated with earlier timing of puberty,
earlier onset ofsexual activity, unstable pair bonds, and li*ited
parental investment (see Fig. l).

Like Mealey, Belsky et al. (1991, p. 650) highlighted
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